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HSV-1 is a common cause of ocular infections worldwide and a
significant cause of preventable blindness. Corneal scarring and
blindness are consequences of the immune response induced by
repeated reactivation events. Therefore, HSV-1 therapeutic
approaches should focus on preventing latency and reactivation.
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2020 - Volume 92, Journal of Medical Virology. Volume 92, Issue
9 Special Issue on New coronavirus (2019‐nCoV or SARS‐CoV‐2)
and the outbreak of the respiratory illness (COVID‐19) Pages: i-ii,
1371-1698. September 2020.
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Journal of Virological Sciences (JVS) is a biannualy peer-reviewed,
multi-disciplinary scientific journal organized by the Egyptian
Society of Virology (ESV) that presents original and review
research articles on all aspects of human, animal, plant, insect,
bacterial and fungal viruses, transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies (TSE), molecular biology and immunology of
viruses, virus-host interactions and antiviral compounds.
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Journal of Clinical Virology is an international journal publishing
papers on any aspect of human virology that directly pertains to
virus-induced clinical conditions. Articles from any field of
virological study will be considered if the article is relevant to the
understanding or manipulation of a disease state.
Journal of Clinical Virology - Elsevier
Journal of Clinical Virology. Supports open access. 5.9 CiteScore.
2.777 Impact Factor. Submit your article. ... Submit your article
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Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is caused by a newly
discovered coronavirus (SARS-CoV). No effective prophylactic or
post-exposure therapy is currently available. We report,
however, that chloroquine has strong antiviral effects on SARSCoV infection of primate cells. These inhibitory effects are
observed when the cells are treated with the drug either before
or after exposure to the ...
Chloroquine is a potent inhibitor of ... - Virology Journal
Aims and scope Virology Journal is an open access, peer
reviewed journal that considers articles on all aspects of
virology, including research on the viruses of animals, plants and
microbes. The journal welcomes basic research as well as preclinical and clinical studies of novel diagnostic tools, vaccines
and anti-viral therapies.
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The Journal of Immunology (The JI) publishes novel, peerreviewed findings in all areas of experimental immunology,
including innate and adaptive immunity, inflammation, host
defense, clinical immunology, autoimmunity and more.The JI is
published by The American Association of Immunologists (AAI)..
The JI thanks the scientists who reviewed manuscripts in the past
year.
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Retrovirology is an affiliated journal of the following academic
societies (members are eligible for a 15% discount on the articleprocessing charge):. American Society for Virology www.asv.org;
Eligibility: Society members should contact their society and
request the submission code. Upon submission to the journal,
authors should request a waiver at the “APC Agreement” stage
of submission ...
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High levels of CC‐chemokine expression and downregulated
levels of CCR5 during HIV‐1/HTLV‐1 and HIV‐1/HTLV‐2
coinfections. Z. Oo; C.S. Barrios; L. Castillo; M.A. Beilke; Pages:
790-797; First Published: 10 February 2015
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ASM journals are the most prominent publications in the field,
delivering up-to-date and authoritative coverage of both basic
and clinical microbiology.
Archive | Journal of Clinical Microbiology
In early March 2020, the University of Washington Medical
Center clinical virology laboratory became one of the first clinical
laboratories to offer testing for severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).
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Official Journal of the Virology Division of the International Union
of Microbiological Societies. Journal home; Volumes and issues;
Volume 29, issue 1; Search within journal. Search. Volume 29,
issue 1, March 1970. 13 articles in this issue. The proteins of
adenovirus type 5 Authors. K. F. Shortridge; F. Biddle; Content
type: OriginalPaper ...
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Abstract. The purpose of this review was to summarize the
epidemiology, clinical pictures, and virology of enterovirus 71
(EV71) infection. An epidemiological study in Taiwan revealed
that the reported incidence of mild cases of hand-footmouth
disease/herpangina (HFMD/HA) varied from year to year;
seasonal variations in incidence were observed, with an
incidence peak observed during the summer ...
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